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Introduction

The purpose of this Guide is to provide some basic tools and guidelines,
including tips and considerations for launching a Safety Blitz Program campaign.
The Guide is not inclusive as every organization will have their own unique
needs, challenges and boundaries (Safety Blitz foci, resources and timelines).
Included in the Guide are Project templates and samples of the products and
materials used for two Safety Blitz campaigns regarding a) Slips, Trips and Falls
and, b) MSI (Musculoskeletal Injuries). These materials could be used to assist
organizations in mounting Safety Blitz’s on these or other Safety topics.
Safety is everybody’s business. If your organization designs and implements a
successful Safety Blitz Campaign on other topics you are encouraged to share
the outcome of your efforts with other like organizations within the Home Care
and Community Health Sector. Improving safety is everyone’s concern.

We hope you find this Guide useful.
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STEPS TO STARTING UP THE CAMPAIGN
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Steps to Starting Up the Campaign
A. Setting up the Project
I. Project Sponsor:
Determine who will be your organization’s Sponsor for the Project
Campaign.
II. Finances:
a) Budget:
o Develop the budget.
o Have the budget approved before starting any of the activities.
o Determine who will have signing authority for the project.
o Determine who will be keeping track of expenses and invoicing.
o Determine who will be managing the budget.
o It is important that expenditures in the various budget allocation
categories be closely monitored during the project. This will aid the
key players in understanding where the project may be over or
under budget and in the case of the latter, determine if some funds
can be reallocated to meet an identified project need.
o Identify who will give approvals for expenditure of additional
financial resources that may be required for implementation
throughout the development of the campaign.
o Identify how often the reporting of the budget status should occur,
to whom and by when.
o Evaluate the expenditures at the end of the project to aid in
determining
the budget preparations for the next Safety Blitz campaign.
b) Funding:
o Identify the source of funds to produce and run the campaign (i.e. if
they are to come from an internal or external source). If the
funding will be from an external source start the process to obtain
these funds as early as possible.
o Be sure that the funding is secured before starting any of the
project development activities.
III. Other Things to Consider:
a) Approvals/ Communications:
o Determine who will give the approval to start the project and
engage particular internal personnel and other resources.
It is important to do this at the earliest stage of Project planning.
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b) General Safety Blitz Campaign Approach :
o Safety Blitz Campaigns should be short (no more than 3-4 weeks),
focused ( topic/target audience), have multifaceted campaign
pieces design, have messaging that is strategically presented using
several different communications tools and keeps the topic matter
‘alive’ and in front of the intended audience on a continual basis
over the campaign period. It is not considered valuable to launch
one topic specific Safety Blitz Program immediately after another.
This can lead to ‘Blitz ‘ campaign ‘fatigue’, and the messaging and
impact will be lost. The idea is to provide as much message
opportunity as possible to the target audience, in as many different
ways as possible and within a concentrated period. This will
facilitate internalization of the messaging - the intended result being
that safety behaviours regarding the Blitz topic are enhanced,
associated accidents/injuries are reduced, and a positive affect on
the safety culture within the organization is produced.
o The message forms, whether written or verbal, should be:
constructed based on the key subject points; short and simple so
as to grab audience attention and get the intended message
across.
o Campaign colours for all hard campaign pieces (written messages,
giveaways, etc.) are key in psychologically engaging the audience.
o Campaign pieces should be unique to the target audience, i.e.
different than anything else they might have been exposed to in
your organization
c) Campaign Launch/Re-Launch:
o Determine when you want to launch your 3-4 week campaign.
Take into account necessary resources, statutory holidays, other
important internal commitments and the timelines of the subject
matter relative to the time of year regarding workplace injuries
experience.
o Determine when you might want to re-launch a topic-specific
campaign, e.g. if you launch a Slips, Trips and Falls campaign in
the Spring you might also want to re-launch it at the start of winter.
d) Campaign Focus:
o Determine the focus of the campaign e.g. Slips, Trips and Falls,
Musculoskeletal Injuries, Motor Vehicle Accidents Prevention –
Safe Defensive Driving etc.
o It is best to base your decision on your organization’s WSIB and/or
incident/accident reports statistical experience data (metrics) in a
given period prior to planning a campaign start date.
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e) Campaign Target Audience /Communications Style:
o Know your target audience:
Start collecting as much information as you can about your target
audience. This can include employee demographics e.g.
employee work categories, employee average ages, employees
with English as a second language (ESL), employee computer use
capability, employee computer accessibility, any studies that
indicate the employees preferred methods of communications, the
most commonly used types of communications in your organization
(e.g. if voice mail is a key method of communication - understand
when is the best time of day for employees to listen to their
messages and that short messages of 15-20 seconds might be
better than longer messages) and the campaign materials that can
match these preferred methods of communication. Understand the
nature/types of the work and work environments that your
workforce experiences, this will engage them in the campaign foci
that you choose to launch. Determine what would stand out in
your organization in terms of a communications voice (e.g. male or
female - if the day to day messages are usually given via a female
voice, perhaps a male voice might effectively set the safety
messages apart), mood, style, etc. These will help create the feel
of the campaign. For instance, if it is to be a light hearted
campaign with a lot of fun - and a key method of communicating
with your employees is via voice mail - you might consider using a
voice actor for a voice mail message with a slightly humorous style
that fits the communications text. If your campaign is to be contest
oriented, then perhaps the voice style can be similar to that of a
game show host.
f) Project Manager:
o Determine right away if you will need a dedicated Project Manager
(either internally identified or brought in on contract) to help you
with the campaign.
g) Other Third Party Assistance/Creative Agency:
o You will also need to determine what other third party you may
need to help with your campaign. This will likely be a milestone in
your project, especially if you will require the help of any creative
companies (e.g. graphic designer, illustrator, communication
specialists, printing company) to produce campaign materials such
as posters, brochures or a studio to help in the production of
recorded voicemail blasts).
o RFQ (Request for Quote) or RFP (Request for Proposal). You may
also need to work time into your plan to include a RFQ (Request for
Quote) or RFP (Request for Proposal) process from potential
external creative agencies.
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h) Core Project Team:
o Determine early on who needs to be part of your team: Who are
the key stakeholders that should be represented? Who will be
your organization’s champions to help make sure that the
campaign is a success?
i) Steering or Oversight Committee:
o Determine if you need to set up a Steering or Oversight Committee
with representatives from the organization’s key areas. If so,
determine early on who should be included.
o Note that this does add an extra layer of reporting and time for
approval processes.
B. Identifying Your Resources
I. Personnel Resources:
o Your budget has been approved and you know when the campaign
is to launch. Now it is time to identify and secure your people
resources for the project: i.e. the Core Project Team as well as
others who will help you along your project in a smaller manner
[e.g. General Counsel, Information Technology/Information
Systems, Communications, Human Resources etc.].
o Determine what is required in order to access these resources for
the project. If there are gaps that internal staff cannot fulfill,
consider going external for that resource if your budget can support
it.
II. Team Roles:
o With the Sponsor, determine the required project team roles and
who best fit them, e.g. the Project Manager, Core Project Team
Leads implementation staff, subject matter experts,
communications and other (administrative).
o Determine if these roles can be filled internally.
o Approach the identified internal staff member’s immediate
manager/ supervisor to get their approval for that individual’s time
o Approach the staff to get their agreement to participate, providing
them with an understanding of their project responsibilities, the role
description, the project start and end dates, and expected allocation
of their time to the project.
III. Team Engagement:
a) Campaign information:
o Should be gathered in preparation for the official engagement of the
team.
o In an ideal world, the Project Manager should be in place and have
gathered the information required to share prior to the first official
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Core Project Team meeting. This helps to ensure the parameters
and the goals of the Team are clear.
b) Project Charter:
o If possible, a first draft of the Project Charter should be developed
prior to this initial project team meeting with the Sponsor’s initial
ideas and input captured as a starting point for the Project.
c) The Team Kickoff Meeting:
The initial meeting should include:
 Identification /introduction of the members of the Project Team;
 Summary of the project (name, Sponsor, purpose, why is it
important, start date and end date, deliverables and any known
constraints);
 Discussion around team member roles and responsibilities and
the expectations of the team as a whole;
 Identification of the primary campaign target audience
 The anticipated/expected end result (outcome) of the
Campaign;
 Statistical data (metrics) measurements to be considered that
are available before and after the campaign to determine its
effectiveness;
 Determining what safety focus will be the centre of the
campaign;
 Major timelines of the Project;
 Challenges that the Core Project Team needs to be made
aware of up front (including the constraints mentioned above);
 Determination of what preliminary/introductory communications
will need to go out to the organization (executive level, other) to
let them know that this campaign is being launched;
 Outline of the immediate steps required of the team to get the
project rolling;
 Discussion of the purpose and times for weekly status meetings
with the team (Don’t forget to have regular Sponsor and
Oversight/ Steering Committee status meetings scheduled as
well); and
 Thanks to team members for accepting to be part of the Project.
IV. Third Party Resources Considerations:
a) Third Party Resources:
Depending on your budget, resource pool and internal capabilities, you
may need to get assistance from third party organizations for the
development and implementation of your plan.
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Perhaps, you have decided that:
 your Communications team requires help from an external
Creative Agency to help in the production of the campaign
materials;
 your pay envelop inserts require input from a graphic
designer and/or an illustrator to help that piece stand out
amongst all the other materials staff may receive in this
manner; or
 you will engage a ‘one-stop-shop’ Creative Agency that will
help you develop all aspects of the campaign materials, right
down to the delivery to various locations and even to
individual target audiences.
b) Creative Agency:
Below are some considerations to think about when dealing with a
Creative Agency.
o If you have determined that a Creative Agency is required then
immediately start the steps to select the Agency. This can take
some time, especially if you go through a selection process.
o Do your research and determine which companies you wish to
approach for an interview as part of the selection process.
o Determine who needs to be part of the Selection Committee.
o Determine what the Selection Committee should consider as part
of its decision regarding a Creative Agency’s prior experience.
Things that you may wish to consider are: the candidate Agency’s
portfolio (is there variety in its various campaigns, products,
audiences, clients. Has it created safety campaigns in the past? ?
Has it worked for private, public or not for profit health service
organizations or other organizations related to the health care
industry? Has it had experience in dealing with any known
constraints that your team may have, such as short delivery and
turnaround times; What are its production capabilities (i.e. does it
have all the needed skill sets such as communications, graphic
designers, web developers, illustrators etc.). Does it have a
network of providers for the production of the materials and thus
the capability to get the best quality production costs? Does it
have an overarching philosophy or approach that best suits the
type of campaign that your organization is looking for? Does the
Agency entertain in depth working sessions between its writers and
its clients regarding production of campaign materials content?
How does it gain a close understanding of the real nature of the
clients work and services?
o You may want to consider a quick Request for Quote (RFQ) in
order to get an understanding of the Agency’s pricing. If you are
yet unsure of the type of campaign materials you wish to have,
consider a mock campaign product for the candidate agencies to
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o

o
o
o

o

quote on. Make sure you have the details of the items that you
wish to produce as part of your quote (i.e. on print items – the
volumes (numbers) needed for each piece). If you already have a
campaign product idea then include it as part of your quote
request. Provide as much information as possible about the
campaign products in order to get a more precise estimate and
thus a better comparison between competing agencies. An easy
mock product to use for a price quote would be a print job, such as
a poster. Details to include are: the design (illustration or
photograph), the size of the item(s), the number of colours, (your)
logo guidelines, type of paper you would prefer (gloss or flat, the
paper weight), and volumes required for each piece.
If you would prefer, obtain a quote on a few different campaign
products so that you will have a better baseline across the variety
of campaign products (e.g. poster, pay envelop insert cards and
campaign giveaway items such as a pen).
Finally, create a decision tool and set up a time to discuss your
evaluation of the various Creative Agency candidates’
presentations and the results of their RFQs.
Make a decision and formally engage the Creative Agency of
choice.
Once the selected Agency has agreed to your offer, set up a
preliminary meeting with the selected firm to explain the next steps,
the respective project roles in your organization, and the short-term
deliverables.
The selected Agency will likely set up a series of interviews with
the Project Sponsor, the Project Manager, other members of your
Core Project Team and frontline staff to better understand the
project requirements/ goals, as well as, to gain an understanding of
your organization’s target audience.

TIP 1: Once you have awarded an Agency the contract for work, request
a copy of the selected Creative Agency’s project work plan so that:
o you can follow along on the status of the development of the
Agency’s deliverables and what the turnaround expectations will
be for your team’s review and input regarding draft
documents/products design.
It is important to note the amount of time that the Agency has allotted for
your team to come back with input on the reviews and how many
versions they have allowed as part of their plan and thus their quote/
price. The more revisions, the more cost to the project. Make sure
to share these time expectations and number of revisions with the
content team so that those key internal reviewers can make time in their
schedules.
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TIP 2: Be sure to set aside an adequate amount of time with the Creative
Agency team members to ensure:
o they understand your organization; and
o they work within an intra-organizations communications strategy
with your organization (e.g. the identified points of contact
between the two parties; intra-organizational status meetings;
identified meeting(s) attendees).
TIP 3: If possible, set up a close working session time (at least 1/2 day
minimum at the start of the project) with your organization’s safety content
needs experts and the Agency writers. This will reduce the amount of
draft materials review and revisions. It will in the end be a better use of
your organizations (and theirs) time and associated resource costs.
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PLANNING THE IMPLEMENTATION
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Planning the Implementation

A. Project Framework
I. Project Framework:
a) Project Charter:
o The Project Manager creates the Charter and obtains approval
sign off from the organization’s Project Sponsor and if required, the
Oversight/ Steering Committee
b) Project Plan:
o The Project Manager develops the Project Plan with input from the
Core Project Team.
o The Project Manager provides a summary of the walkthrough
exercise to the Project Sponsor.
Note: In some organizations there is a requirement to have a
walkthrough of a Project Plan and a sign off from the Project
Sponsor indicating his/her approval.
o The Project Manager arranges a final walkthrough of the Project
Plan with the Core Project Team.
o Throughout the Project :
 Establish regular Project Team Status Meetings
 Establish regular Status Meetings with the Project
Sponsor
 Establish regular Status Meetings /Reports with /to
the Steering or Oversight Committee
 Keep track of progress/ risks/ budget weekly
o Include a Product Implementation Plan in the Project Work Plan
(see below)
o Campaign Post – Implementation Review :
 Include Post Implementation Review Sessions and Surveys
o Safety Blitz Program Evaluation :
 Include campaign impact evaluation which entails
quantitative measurements (statistical data, metrics)
and methodologies/tools to be used (include
timeframe of evaluation period)
 You may decide to do some qualitative evaluation
 You may want to seek the assistance of someone
knowledgeable in evaluation techniques to provide
methodology advice
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c) Product Implementation Plan:
o Creative Agency:
 If your organization is using a Creative Agency, work
closely with the Agency personnel not only regarding
Product revisions and approval sign offs (from the
Project Sponsor), but also to ensure the Agency
understands your organizations’ needs regarding your
relevant internal communications systems and
processes. In this way they can build in the
appropriate timelines to create, produce and deliver
the campaign products that take into consideration
activities that your internal staff (e.g.
payroll/administration/IT) will have to accomplish (e.g.
implementation of voicemail messages, stuffing of pay
envelope inserts, distribution of campaign giveaways).
o Overall Strategy for the Product Implementation Plan:
 Take into consideration all target audience
information that was gathered up front in the project
process
 Based on this information, you have determined the
type of campaign product(s) that will provide the
greatest impact on your staff.
 Logistics :
 Itemize the product pieces of your
campaign [e.g. poster(s), pay stuffer(s),
brochure(s), voicemail message(s), Email
message(s), intranet messages, giveaways
(e.g. pens, buttons etc.). Consider the
appropriate size for your poster. What
would best suit your bulletin board and your
audience ] [Consider the size of your pay
envelopes if these are used so as to
determine the size of the pay stuffer inserts]
 Determine the order and dates of release of
the individual product(s) over the predetermined campaign period in order to
gain the biggest impact. Keep in mind the
previously mentioned pre-established
internal organization commitments,
statutory holidays etc.
 Determine what is required, who is required, what are
the volumes and to whom/where do the campaign
products need to be delivered. When does the
production of these products need to be completed to
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meet the deadlines for delivery and launch at your
particular organization’s locations.
 If any of these activities involve your
organization’s IT (Information Technology
department/ personnel) include them very
early on in the project planning process.
Often implementations involving IT or
telecommunications teams (e.g. voicemail)
are more complex than they appear at the
outset.
 Be sure your organizations’ IT and
Telecommunication teams assign ‘owners’
for the various products that require work
from them.


Assignment of Personnel:
 It is best to start with the most senior
person, such as a department head, to
make the decisions for division of labour
and ownership.
 Provide clear communications to these
individuals about what is needed, by when.
 The role of these senior individuals is to
ensure that all the contracted external
parties (under their departmental
jurisdiction) are aware and ready to do the
work, questions are answered and that their
internal staff understand any necessary
steps to facilitate the delivery of the
product.
Remember to provide instructional communications to
operations if they are involved in the dissemination of your
campaign products (e.g. posters, brochures and/or giveaways)
TIP 1: Technical Voice Mail Message Delivery Considerations: Start
early to investigate what internal technical work needs to be done inhouse in order to implement the campaign products. i.e. determine if you
have a common Voice Mail messaging system? If yes, is it easy to load a
pre-recorded voicemail message onto your system for all intended staff?
What is the audio file format that the Creative Agency intends to use
regarding its recordings and are these compatible with your voice mail
system? Determine the required lead time to provide that pre-recorded
message to the appropriate person in your IT Department in order to meet
your launch date deadlines OR, if your system does not have the capacity
to have pre-recorded messages loaded onto it, determine who will
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verbally put the message onto the voice mail system. Be sure to coach
them as to the presentation style of the verbal message.
TIP 2: Additional Message Delivery Considerations: Start early to
investigate if your organization’s Intranet is one of the best ways to reach
your staff. What will be the method of the communication – a banner
and/or a pop up page on your Intranet Site? Who will develop the
banner/page (content and graphics)? Who will develop or place the piece
on the Intranet and be in charge of its appropriate launch through the Blitz
Campaign? What are the lead times to get the work done in time for the
launch?
TIP 3: Distribution Considerations – Posters: Do you have several
delivery locations for your posters to be sent? What is the best way to
have the posters delivered – to central locations and then on to sublocations? What types of communications do you need to ready those
locations to accept the posters and what instructions need to be provided
so that the posters are put up in the right/ most visible areas of those
locations?
TIP 4: Distribution Considerations – Pay Stuffer Inserts: If pay stuffer
inserts are a good communications product for getting the messaging to
you staff, do you have a common pay delivery method that you could
piggy back onto – such as pay stub mailings? What are the set payroll
dates? Who are the individuals you need to get in contact with to get
approval for you to add the pay stuffers into the pay envelopes for those
dates? Determine in advance what their addresses are and when they
will need to receive the inserts to make those payroll dates. Keep in mind
that you may be competing with others in the organization who want to
use certain payroll dates to put their own subject inserts into pay
envelopes. Make sure that you confirm your dates for distribution as
these pre determined dates will have implications for the strategic,
sequential launch of all campaign materials. As part of your overall
advance communications about the Campaign Project , make sure to
include background communications with payroll staff and detailed
instructions for the pay envelope inclusions (e.g. which pays are to have
which pay stuffer inserts included). If you do not use pay envelopes (e.g.
if an individual’s pay information is electronically distributed to your staff,
determine if there is another method of delivering the pay stuffer
information to your staff).
Printed products: If you want the printer to deliver your products to your
individual organization locations – let them know the quantities per
location and
the location addresses. This will all help in getting a realistic quote from
the agency (and /or the printer regarding mailing costs). You may want to
include a memo reiterating the purpose of the print materials and the
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instructions on what the locations are to do with these materials. Also, if
you are short on time, digital print runs are faster than conventional
printing and you can still get a nice weight of poster paper.
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
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Communications Plan
A. Communications Plan Development:
o Determine the levels within your organization that will need to be
informed in advance of the Campaign launch.
o Identify what forums/means (Leader Meetings, Memos, Email, other)
are best to reach these various levels (Executive level, Directors,
Managers/Supervisors and Frontline Staff). Does your organization
already have a communication tree that you can use?
o Consider involving a communications resource (internal or external to
your organization) to help develop the communications and to assist
in determining the best way to reach your organization’s target
audience. Such an already established resource may have
demographic statistics on the intended employee audience that
would help in determining the best communications approach and
style.
o Identify the preferred Safety Blitz campaign communication pieces
(e.g. memos, E-mail, Voice Mail messages , posters, pay stuffers and
Leadership Power Point presentation) to be developed.
[Note: The Leadership Power Point presentation is used by
management to educate leaders such as Senior
Managers/supervisory personnel and the Joint Occupational Health
and Safety Committee on what the Safety Blitz Program is all about).
o Develop a strategic communications implementation plan (which
communications pieces do you want to deliver, in what order & when)
o Consider having the first introductory program communication (e.g.
memo, e-mail, voice mail messaging) come from your Project
Sponsor.
o Ensure progress on the communications plan is included in the
Weekly Progress Status Report /Distribution.
o Be sure your organization develops a campaign celebration and wrap
up communication.
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PRODUCTION OF CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
/PRODUCTS
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Production of Campaign Materials/ Products

A. Production of the Various Program Products:
o Determine how your organization will produce the various program
products:
 Will production be done in-house?
 Will the organization go to a third party provider such as a
Creative Agency? If so, for what campaign pieces?
 If the organization is working with a Creative Agency – it will
likely have an account manager or one key contact that will act
as a Project Manager on their end to liaise with the agency’s
creative team as well as to make sure that the products are
created and produced on time. If so, be sure that both
organizations understand the lead times for when the pieces
need to be handed over in order to meet launch dates.
o If your organization decides:
 not to use a Creative Agency that can produce the
products/materials from design concept to delivery; and
 to manage the actual production of the products/materials with
third party suppliers (such as a graphic designers, a
communications firm, a printing house, etc.)
then, work closely with each of your supplier(s) to ensure required,
sequential production of all aspects in order to meet launch dates
for the products / communications pieces. You will need to have
clear agreements with each supplier about your expectations and
deliverables dates.
o In your organization’s production planning, plan for the time
requirements necessary for revisions and approval sign-offs, as well as
lead times for delivery.
o Make sure that you have the right internal person(s), with the right
safety content expertise, to assist in the development and review of the
messaging content for the individual campaign pieces. This is a very
important part of the campaign as this individual can provide valuable
insight into the nature of the work and makeup of the target audience
(cultural, educational background levels, types of worker categories,
etc.) to the Creative Agency or the key internal content material(s)
writer resource. This person will be key in facilitating the right subject
matter message content and tone to help the production design
concept personnel in targeting the messaging to the intended
audience.
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o The messaging should be topic targeted, simple and succinct in order
to encourage understanding of the fundamental philosophy and
principles of safe work behaviours.
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IMPLEMENTATION
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Implementation
Congratulations – your organization has had all the pieces produced on time
and has executed the delivery program materials via the implementation part
of the Project Work Plan. The delivery of all of the materials to the
appropriate departments/people for dissemination/distribution is complete.
The Project Sponsor, the Steering/Oversight Committee, the Core Project
Team is all aware of the Safety Blitz Program launch and everyone can watch
the Program unfold. There may be a need to send reminders on certain
aspects of the implementation planning. It is wise to solicit feedback on the
various campaign products/communications pieces as they are rolled out. If
problems are identified, you can then analyse and apply corrections quickly
and quarterback any queries or questions as the campaign runs its course.
Paying quick attention to previously unforeseen program ‘glitches’ will go a
long way toward ensuring the success of the current and future Programs.
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POST- IMPLEMENTATION REVIEW,
CELEBRATION and CAMPAIGN IMPACT
EVALUATION
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Post - Implementation Review and Celebration

A. Review the Safety Blitz campaign:
o Develop a short post-implementation survey tool to gain feedback
from all or representative segments of the target audience;
o Determine the campaign successes;
o Hold post implementation meetings with your Core Project Team and the
technical implementation personnel to determine what went well,
what could have been done differently /better, i.e. what
were the lessons learned;
o If there are suggested changes to the program campaign development/
rollout, make note of these points for the next time; and
o If your organization has any Program campaign deliverables that would
follow at a later time after the campaign (example campaign evaluation
measurement metrics), identify the person assigned to own this piece
and ensure that they understand that they have the responsibility to
provide that deliverable.
B. Celebrate Your Successful Program Launch and the hard work done by
all.
C. Evaluate the Safety Blitz Program campaign impact:
o Use previously determined campaign measurement statistical data
(metrics) and methodology; and
o Communicate the evaluation/ measurement findings within the
organization.
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APPENDICES
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Appendices
(Please refer to Program Guide and Tool Kit CD)

Appendix A: Project Framework Materials




Sample Project Charter (template)
Sample Project Plan
(template)
Sample Project Status Meeting Minute (template)

Appendix B: Project Campaign Materials







/2010

Poster (sample)
Pay stuffers (sample)
Voice Mail Messages (sample)
Giveaways (samples)
Leadership Power Point Presentation
Execution plan for campaign products/materials
pieces
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